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MOBILITY TEAM
CONTACTS FOR STUDENTS APPLYING TO INSA LYON

Incoming Students Coordinator for Africa, Latin America, Spain & Portugal
Mamadou TOURE
+33 4 72 43 84 33
welcome2@insa-lyon.fr

Incoming Students Coordinator for Asia, North America, Oceania and European countries (except Spain and Portugal)
Mervé TEMEL VERA
+33 4 72 43 71 69
welcome3@insa-lyon.fr

EUROPEAN AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OFFICE
CONTACTS FOR PARTNERSHIPS AND AGREEMENTS

Project Manager for Africa
Valérie LEBEY
valerie.lebey@insa-lyon.fr

Project Manager for Asia
Nathalie NIESIEWICZ
nathalie.niesiewicz@insa-lyon.fr

Project Manager for Oceania, U.S.A. and Canada
Coline PERAIRE
coline.peraire@insa-lyon.fr

Project Manager for Latin America
Haridian MELGAR PEREZ
haridian.melgar-perez@insa-lyon.fr

Project Managers for Europe
UNITECH, Erasmus+
Thalia DARNANVILLE
thalia.darnanville@insa-lyon.fr

Double degrees, EURINSA
Dorothée BRAC DE LA PERRIERE
dorothee.brac-de-la-perriere@insa-lyon.fr

ECIU University
Laëtitia TONDU
laetitia.tondu@insa-lyon.fr

International Masters Project Manager
Paulina BERGANZA BECERRA
paulina.berganza-becerra@insa-lyon.fr

Short Programs Coordinator
Sophie BAUMANN
sophie.baumann@insa-lyon.fr

www.insa-lyon.fr/en
ACADEMIC ADVISORS

Biosciences
Céline COSTAZ
ri-bs@insa-lyon.fr

Civil Engineering and Urban Planning
Claire SILVANI
claire.silvani@insa-lyon.fr

Electrical Engineering
Vincent LECHAPPE
vincent.lechappe@insa-lyon.fr

Energy & Environmental Engineering
Jocelyn BONJOUR
gen-welcome@insa-lyon.fr

Industrial Engineering
Emil DUMITRESCU
emil.dumitrescu@insa-lyon.fr

Information Technology
Diana NURBAKOVA
diana.nurbakova@insa-lyon.fr

Materials Science and Engineering
Alain FAVE
alain.fave@insa-lyon.fr

Mechanical Engineering
Kerem EGE
kerem.ege@insa-lyon.fr

For classes taught in English:
Emmanuel MIGNOT
emmanuel.mignot@insa-lyon.fr

Telecommunications
Oana IOVA
tc.ri@insa-lyon.fr

COURSES AND SUBJECTS
Courses descriptions
www.insa-lyon.fr/en/formation/offre-de-formation

Exchange students
exchange-student.insa-lyon.fr

APPLICATION PROCESSES
Exchange students
insa-lyon.fr/en/exchange-students

Double Degrees
insa-lyon.fr/en/international-double-degree

NOMINATION PERIODS
Before April 15th, 2024
for Fall Semester or Academic Year 2024-2025

Before October 15th, 2024
for Spring Semester 2024-2025

APPLICATION PERIODS
Exchange students
February 19th to April 30th, 2024
for Fall Semester or Academic Year 2024-2025

September 25th to October 29th, 2024
for Spring Semester 2024-2025

Double degrees
February 19th to April 30th, 2024

FITEC applicants
February 19th to March 24th, 2024

ACADEMIC PERIODS
Fall Semester
September - January

Spring Semester
February - June

www.insa-lyon.fr/en
FRENCH: INTENSIVE LANGUAGE COURSES

Summer school for exchange and double degree students
From August to September
3-week course | 4 ECTS | €600
Price includes courses for the duration of the program, housing and catering until August 31st.
ecole-ete.insa-lyon.fr/en

Winter school
January 24th to February 2nd, 2024
2-week course (40 hours) | 2 ECTS | €150
fle.insa-lyon.fr/content/ecoles-dete-et-dhiver

International students can also attend intensive French-language courses throughout the academic year: on average 2 hours per week, totally free of charge.

CIVIL & HOUSING LIABILITY POLICY

Every student has to get liability coverage in France (e.g. SMERRA or LMDE)

CATERING

INSA Lyon restaurants are open 7 days a week (except Saturday evenings and Sunday mornings)


ACCOMMODATION

INSA Lyon provides accommodation on-campus for all exchange students ~€360 to €550 / month


HEALTH INSURANCE

Students from EU countries must have their European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) valid for the period of their stay in France. If not, they will have to subscribe to the French Social Security.

Students from non-EU countries have to subscribe to the French Social Security via etudiant-etranger.ameli.fr